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Abstract
Evolutionary prototyping focuses on gathering a correct and consistent set of requirements. The process lends particular strength to building quality software by means of the ongoing clarification of existing requirements and the discovery of previously missing or unknown requirements. Traditionally, the iterative reexamination of a system’s requirements has not been the panacea that practitioners sought, due to the predispasion for requirements creep and the difficulty in managing it. This paper proposes the combination of evolutionary prototyping and an aggressive risk-mitigation strategy. Together, these techniques support successful requirements discovery and clarification, and they guard against the negative effects of requirements creep. We embody these techniques in a comprehensive software development model, which we call the EPRAM (Evolutionary Prototyping with Risk Analysis and Mitigation) model. The model was intentionally designed to comply with the Level 2 Key Process Area of the Software Engineering Institute’s Capability Maturity Model. Validation is currently underway on several software development efforts that employ the model to support the rapid development of electronic commerce applications.

1. Introduction
Prototyping has gained acceptance in the software engineering community as a credible model for software creation. It has been listed with more traditional process methodologies, such as the Waterfall and Spiral models [Jal00]. Due to the rising costs of software and the lower frequency of systems meeting customer needs, evolutionary prototyping has become a viable software development model [Dav92]. It addresses a number of problems that are not adequately addressed in more traditional software process models: numerous maintenance requests [Gra89], premature freezing of requirements [Som95], difficulty in revisiting previous model stages [Pre91, Som95], lack of consideration of user-system interfaces [Gra91], and miscommunication between developers and customers [Gra91]. Evolutionary prototyping provides other benefits including:
• the clarification of management and user requirements [LSZ93];
• the ability to uncover missing or previously unknown requirements [Gra91, Dav92];
• the flexibility to meet changing constraints for software systems [NC98, FDB91];
• the provision of a method whereby users, management, and developers can communicate about systems [Gra89, Gra91, LSZ93];
• the easing of maintenance tasks [Gra89, Gra91];
• the creation of ‘better’ user interfaces [Gra89, Gra91, LSZ93];
• prototyping with quality [Dav92, Roy90]; and
• the ability for developers to reflect on lessons learned during system development [FD98].

Requirements creep refers to significant additions or modifications to the requirements of a software system throughout the lifecycle, resulting in extensions to and alteration of the software’s functionality and scope. Requirements creep can be especially troublesome to developers when it is not properly managed, due to the detrimental impact such changes may have on cost, resources, quality, or the ability to deliver a system that incorporates the new requirements on time. While it can be argued that the majority of software applications have unstable requirements and that some degree of requirements creep is observed in all requirements methodologies [Jon96], evolutionary prototyping is particularly susceptible to significant changes in requirements [Gra89, Gra91].

Electronic commerce (e-commerce) software developers are under pressure to develop applications at a record pace. The widespread lack of process discipline and procedural guidance available for such market-driven environments handicaps e-commerce software developers’ ability to handle requirements creep. For this reason, requirements creep is rampant in e-commerce as the innovator often discovers requirements as the system is incrementally implemented. This paper proposes a risk-based evolutionary prototyping model, the EPRAM (Evolutionary Prototyping with Risk Analysis and Mitigation) model, that explicitly addresses the challenges inherent in these small, rapid development efforts.

We ensured that our model follows the intent and guidance (thus adhering to the spirit) of the CMM by first tailoring the Software Engineering Institute’s (SEI) Capability Maturity Model (CMM) [PWC94] for use by small software development teams of no more than 12 individuals. We used this tailoring as the basis for the EPRAM. The EPRAM model and its associated techniques facilitate the construction of a complete and consistent set of system requirements, and mitigate the ill effects of requirements creep by supporting the early detection and resolution of requirements conflict.

The EPRAM model is currently undergoing validation in various e-commerce projects in which security and privacy are paramount; early indications demonstrate that the EPRAM model is effective for rapid software development. The model is being employed in five projects for three companies (Newton Instruments, Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina, and Halt Software).
within the North Carolina State University (NCSU) E-commerce Studio [AE00]. Once the model is refined based on the lessons learned during these five development efforts, it will be further validated during the development of Web applications at Asea Brown Boveri (ABB).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the relevant related work. Section 3 presents the EPAM model. In Section 4, we explain our tailoring of the CMM and its impact on the iterative process. Section 5 discusses our preliminary validation efforts as well as our plans for future work.

2. Background and Related Work

An evolutionary prototyping model must address several practical issues, which we discuss below in the context of related work.

2.1 Prototyping in Requirements Engineering

In requirements engineering, prototyping is employed to: generate user interface prototypes in conjunction with scenarios [EKK99]; support walkthroughs with stakeholders and validate requirements [Sun97, SR98]; reduce ambiguity, incompleteness, and inconsistency during requirements capture [ABR94, RLT93]; and incrementally replace specifications with implementations [OS94]. Evolutionary prototyping has been successfully employed in "real world" projects [LSS93, NC98]. On the other hand, evolutionary prototyping models lack adequate support for requirements evolution and risk management [BS96, Gra98]. Baskerville et al. advocate risk analysis for controlling the evolutionary prototyping process [BS96].

Walker Royce stresses the importance of quality metrics such as flexibility and ease of change throughout the life of a software project [Roy90]. This can be especially meaningful in operational, iterative, and evolutionary prototyping. Davis notes the advantages of operational prototyping, such as built-in quality, as well as the pitfalls, including the inability to quickly implement experimental features [Dar92]. Iterative prototyping is classified as either vertical or horizontal. In vertical prototyping, one or more system components are developed with full functionality in each prototype release; whereas in horizontal prototyping, all system components are developed with limited, yet increasing functionality with each release [Nie93]. We characterize our evolutionary prototyping model as horizontal.

2.2 Managing Risk During Requirements Engineering

Risk management in iterative software development is a key factor for project success [BS96]. However, managing risks during the software lifecycle and, in particular, during requirements engineering activities, is especially challenging in rapid software development. Boehm’s Spiral and Win-Win models have explicit risk resolution sectors that serve to manage risks [Som95, B96], and Hall addresses identification, analysis, resolution, mitigation, and management of software risks [Hal98]. Risk management is also employed within the context of aligning e-commerce application requirements with corresponding security and privacy policies [AE01]. The EPAM incorporates the risk and compliance assessment activities of Antón and Earp [AE01] and the risk identification and ranking processes of Baskerville et al. [BS96] to form a comprehensive risk mitigation strategy.

Many industries use decision making business models to manage risk during the development phases of a product. For example, ABB uses a phased business decision-making model to ensure that a project meets the business criteria of an organization at all times during the development lifecycle. This business decision-making model is referred to as the Gate Model and has checkpoints that represent Go/No-Go (Stop/Change) decision points. The model ensures that a customer will receive a high-quality and high-value product. Each gate in the model is a decision point at which Senior Management and a Gate Model Committee determine whether to continue or terminate a project based on its benefit, status, risk, resource, and technology considerations. The diagram in Figure 1 represents the objectives of progressing from one gate to another during a product development cycle. When a project begins, the level of risk and fuzziness is very high; as the project proceeds through the gates, the level of risk ideally decreases. At the same time, as the project evolves and moves through the gates, the level of knowledge and maturity in the project team increases. Successive refinements to the EPAM model will involve adaptation to this gate model to facilitate its adoption by

![Figure 1. Levels of Risk and Knowledge in the Gate Model](image)

2.3 Tailoring the Capability Maturity Model

A growing number of software organizations are turning to the CMM as a viable mechanism to build quality into their software processes [JB97]; however, small organizations are experiencing difficulties in adopting the CMM due to lack of resources, tools, and training [OC99]. The CMM is often customized to support the varying needs of different organizations, and tailoring the CMM to adapt to organizational needs is an accepted practice [GQ95, JA90, JB97, JB90, KHT00, OC99, PA98, PA09]. Some practitioners have tailored it to fit smaller, non-traditional organizations [KHT00, OC99] with mixed results. Such tailorings are undoubtedly required to adequately support the smaller team structure found in common rapid development environments.

Consider WinApp, a company of five employees that develops PC based client server software applications [OC99]. WinApp has attempted to improve its software process maturity. As the number, size, and complexity of the company’s projects grew, the company faced increasing
difficulty tracking projects, requirements, and resources. Winapp looked to the CMM for guidance for their process improvements, but found the CMM a bit overwhelming. Winapp initially experienced difficulties in adapting the CMM to meet their specific needs for several reasons, including their inability to support the amount of required documentation, their lack of the resources called for by the CMM, and the fact that their flat team structure is not supported by the CMM. To remedy this, the company extracted the applicable concepts of CMM process improvement and established an improvement framework according to selected key process ideals. The creation of a CMM-inspired framework at Winapp yielded the perception of significant improvements among the developers. Despite the overhead incurred, developers perceived an improvement in the requirements analysis activities of 15% and a decrease in the number of requirements faults by 57% [OC99]. While these figures are admittedly subjective, they indicate the need for process improvement and process guidance within small organizations. The catalyst for our work was our analysis of five teams within Asea Brown Boveri during the Summer of 2000. We observed that many of their development efforts were evolutionary in nature, yet they lacked rigorous support for requirements management. Thus, we tailored the CMM to more appropriately support the demands of such efforts, and we used that tailoring as the basis for the EPRAM model. Before describing our tailoring of the CMM, we introduce the EPRAM model.

3. The EPRAM Model

We now define the model and its subsequent phases. Traditional evolutionary prototyping models include requirements engineering, design, coding, testing, customer evaluation, and enhancement reporting phases [Dav92]. The EPRAM model extends this traditional approach by incorporating risk management as it pertains to e-commerce systems in particular, while imposing adherence to the Level 2 KPA's (Key Process Areas) in the CMM.

This section provides an overview of the EPRAM model, shown in Figure 2. In this figure, rectangles represent process activities, dog-eared boxes (pages) indicate documentation artifacts, thick arrows represent major control flows through the process, narrow arrows indicate data flowing to and from the activities, and the block arrow depicts the risk mitigation process maintained throughout the lifecycle. In this paper, we focus primarily on the requirements activities – specifically, those requirements activities that are unique to our evolutionary prototyping model.

During each prototyping cycle, requirements are reevaluated for completeness, consistency, understandability, and compliance with any overriding policies. The requirements considered during each iteration may stem from many sources including, but not limited to: previously established requirements; policies (e.g., security and privacy policies [AE01]); stakeholders (customers, users, and developers); organizational responsibilities; other systems; or additional projects. Requirements are agreed to during a negotiation process stemming from the risk mitigation discussion; the agreed-to requirements are then added to the requirements documentation and are reflected in each subsequent prototype release.

As is the case in most software processes, design of new prototype releases occurs as the designers decide how the new sets of requirements will be incorporated into the revised prototypes. The architectural design, subsystem and module specification, file structure, global data, and interface design are revised and minimally documented as necessary to ensure a solid system design and prototype structure. The existing design document, if there is one, is also updated to reflect the changes.

At the end of each prototyping cycle, the stakeholders are shown the tested prototype so that they may judge whether or not it meets their expectations. If the customer is satisfied, the project is deemed successful and no additional iterations are necessary; the system is delivered and the project may then wrap up. If, however, there are areas that are not addressed by the prototype, or the prototype must be modified in some way, the new requirements generated during customer evaluation are recorded and a new evolutionary prototyping cycle begins. This iterative approach all but invites requirements creep, which we manage via risk analysis and mitigation.

Risk Mitigation

One of Royce's top ten management principles is the establishment of an iterative life-cycle process that confronts risk early on [Roy87]. Our model extends the traditional evolutionary prototyping process with an aggressive risk mitigation strategy that helps control the process and deter requirements creep. In the EPRAM model, each requirement is assessed for risks and their potential impacts [AE01]. The adoption of new technologies, such as auctions [PF99], cause changes in the requirements which may introduce a conflict with respect to the associated policy. Heuristics, available in [Dem00], are applied to prevent such conflicts from being overlooked during the analysis process. We are also adapting our model so that it will be compliant with the risk management structure of the Gate Model at ABB.

The EPRAM risk mitigation procedure borrows from the strategy given in [BS96] to neutralize the negative consequences of requirements modification. A risk list of identified trouble areas is maintained and reexamined at the beginning of each iteration. New risks are added by the analysts as risks are surfaced by system developers or stakeholders, as well as due to changes in the application domain, problem domain, computer systems, and/or the development environment. Each risk is evaluated to determine its consequences, and the team assigns priorities to those risks so they may be emphasized and mitigated accordingly. Both the severity and the probability of each risk are ranked on a scale from low (1) to high (5). The severity and probability values are multiplied together to form the risk score. The higher that this score is, the more risk is associated with the given issue. Finally, the development team determines resolution strategies for those risks of most concern (those with the higher risk scores). The team first addresses the higher-risk issues, developing and documenting mitigation strategies for those specific issues. Whereas analysis of each risk may be considered a subjective process, analysis of each new requirement is more systematic since each requirement must undergo a policy compliance and requirements conflict check before its incorporation into the subsequent prototype release.
Figure 2. The Evolutionary Prototyping with Risk Analysis and Mitigation (EPRAM) model

To demonstrate how the risk analysis and mitigation process of the EPRAM model works, we provide a brief example in which there is a risk that the customer will fail to remain actively involved with a project. In such a case, the developers add this failure to the risk list during the risk analysis phase of the evolutionary prototyping cycle. Within the risk meeting, the team determines that the risk is very likely to occur (thus receiving a probability score of 5) and will be moderately severe if it does occur (thus receiving a severity score of 3). These values are multiplied together such that the risk receives a risk score of 15. If this score is one of the higher risk scores, the team determines a mitigation strategy for this risk – possibly
including requests for an on-site customer representative or weekly meetings with customer representatives.

The EPRAM model also employs risk analysis to check proposed requirements for compliance with established policies. Consider the stakeholder requirement for users' names and addresses to be automatically transferred to a third party that will fulfill users' order. Such new requirements are discussed during the risk analysis meeting and compared to existing policies. In the case of this requirement, it is discovered that the organization's privacy policy states that any user's personally identifiable information will not be shared with those outside the organization; therefore, the requirement and the privacy policy are in conflict. Since the likelihood that the conflict will occur is certain (thus receiving a probability score of 5) and the credibility of the organization as a guardian of privacy is at stake (thereby receiving a severity score of 5), a suitable solution, such as modifying the requirement or the policy, must be developed. The alternatives are negotiated with the stakeholders and an adequate resolution is achieved.

Requirements Evolution

Stakeholders are allowed to change the system requirements in response to new releases of the prototype, and the prototype is iteratively modified in response to these new requirements. This may result in an increase to the system scope. The question thus arises: How will the EPRAM model benefit the development organization by guarding against requirements creep? The EPRAM model's risk mitigation support helps practitioners identify requirements changes that create significant risk within a project. It allows them to decide what requirement additions are valid from a policy or development standpoint; negotiate cost, scope, quality, and schedule with the customer; and modify the prototype accordingly.

The EPRAM model encourages development teams to negotiate risk mitigation strategies with the stakeholders to alleviate the effects of requirements changes. Finally, during requirements evolution we identify and resolve inconsistencies across the requirements and policies by providing specific heuristics [CarG01, Dem00]. The ultimate goal is to ensure consistency between the requirements, all policies, and the system's functionality [AEP01].

4. Customizing the CMM for Small E-Commerce Teams

As previously mentioned, the EPRAM model is intended for use by teams of no more than 12 individuals in organizations learning for a more disciplined and mature approach to software development. To this end, the SEI’s CMM is an important standard by which the “maturity” of a software process can be judged. The CMM includes a set of rigorous practices that impose large amounts of overhead that may be especially detrimental for small resource-challenged organizations. It is widely applicable given a willingness to tailor it and the SEI advocates such tailoring [PCC93]. While we were initially hesitant about using the CMM due to its overhead and rigor, we found it possible to incorporate the practices that support our process model while tailoring the remaining practices so that they made sense in the context of the environments in which we would employ the EPRAM model.

The CMM contains five levels of increasing maturity. It reinforces a series of best practices through its use of Key Process Areas (KPAs) for each level of maturity. Each KPA is subdivided into goals that must be met before that KPA is satisfied. Additionally, all KPAs must be satisfied before a process obtains the recognition of having achieved a given maturity level. For purposes of this paper, we focus on the Repeatable Level (Level 2) which provides a suitable basis for process quality without introducing overhead unnecessary for small teams. We examined five of the six KPAs in the Repeatable Level of the CMM: Requirements Management, Software Project Planning, Software Project Tracking and Oversight, Software Quality Assurance, and Software Configuration Management [PCC93], but omitted Subcontract Management, as it is not often relevant to the entrepreneurial rapid development environments targeted by our efforts.

As previously mentioned, the CMM does not directly support rapid, iterative, poorly-resourced software development efforts. For this reason, we were initially concerned that our EPRAM model may not meet the CMM’s strict practices for process maturity, and yet, we realized the need to incorporate the ideals of the CMM. We opted for “some” improvement, recognizing that the introduction of any process improvements would, at a minimum, yield far better quality in the organization as well as the resulting process. The EPRAM model, introduced in Section 3, accommodates small teams, working on small e-commerce applications. The CMM Level 2 KPAs are incorporated as much as possible so our model upholds the spirit of the CMM and benefits from its process improvement guidance [JB00].

Our CMM tailoring began by determining the roles and responsibilities for a team’s members. We established nine roles for each team; one person may have multiple roles or multiple people may fulfill a single role. Each role is assigned to one of three groups (the Software Engineering Group, the Software Development Group, or the Software Quality Assurance Group) that collaborate in specific areas or for a particular purpose during a project. Once the roles and responsibilities were defined, we extracted and discussed each CMM Level 2 goal, commitment, ability, activity, measurement, and verification. In many cases, the tailoring simply required a bit of “wordsmithing” and/or clarification to more adequately reflect the needs of the smaller organizations for which the model is intended; however, others required more significant changes. There are 115 elements (Goals, Commitments, Abilities, Activities, Measurement, and Verification) in the five KPAs that we considered for Level 2. Of these, 43 were modified, 9 were rejected as not applicable, and 1 was marked as optional. Consider the examples provided in Table 1 which show a small sample of the efforts expended to tailor the CMM. Commitment 1 concern the documentation of the procedures used to Manage requirements as contained in an organization’s project policy. We restructured the original CMM commitment to include project roles and policy sections. In the second example (Ability 4 in Table 1), we broadened the definition of ‘training’ for requirements management activities which is more narrowly defined under the original context of the CMM. We maintained the spirit of the CMM throughout our tailoring efforts as it reflected new team roles, established a hierarchy of team leadership, accounted for limited resources, satisfied the demands for rapid development, and removed overhead that was not applicable to the new process model for our target
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CMM Element</th>
<th>Rewrite / Reword / Clarify</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commitment 1: The project follows a written organizational policy for managing the system requirements allocated to software.</td>
<td>The project follows a written project policy for managing the system requirements allocated to software. This policy typically specifies that allocated requirements are documented; the allocated requirements are reviewed by the requirements engineer under the project manager and individuals responsible for the tasks listed; and the software plans, work products, and activities are changed to be consistent with changes to the allocated requirements.</td>
<td>• Changed to reflect roles established for the project. • The project policy is the organizational policy. • Changed to denote sections within the policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability 4: Members of the software engineering group and other software-related groups are trained to perform their requirements management activities.</td>
<td>Members of the project team and other software-related groups are trained to perform their requirements management activities. Training can take the form of on-demand lecture, self-study, peer study, out-sourced training, or other applicable methods.</td>
<td>The methods of training must be flexible since smaller companies can not afford extensive training (time or cost).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Discussion and Future Work

Fowler argues that the requirements engineering community often loses sight of the fact that requirements should be modifiable [Fow00]. He asserts that software should be just that — soft, meaning that it should be as malleable as possible. Perhaps this is even more appropriate for e-commerce development environments. Requirements that are appropriate today may not be appropriate throughout the duration of the entire project due to, for example, increased pressure to "go live" before one's competitors.

Evolutionary prototyping, strengthened by risk analysis and mitigation, ensures the continual revisiting of a system's requirements through each prototyping cycle. Such a process provides the stability to minimize the ill-effects of significant requirements creep while providing the freedom to continually improve the requirements for a software system. In light of this flexibility, we contend that the EPRAM model is a lighter-weight method; it is people-oriented and readily adapts to changing requirements.

Traditional software development methodologies and the CMM impose a disciplined process, making an organization's software process and practices more predictable and efficient. However, these methodologies are considered cumbersome to follow, imposing a high degree of formalism, and slowing the development process. These methodologies are often referred to as heavy methodologies [Fow00]. In response to heavy methodologies, a new generation of software development methodologies, referred to as lightweight or agile, has arisen. These methodologies are characterized by their adaptability, speed, collaboration, and efficiency. Light methods thrive on change, deliver fast results, and must be adaptive as well as people-oriented, while still meeting formal documentation and project management criteria. Lightweight methodologies are targeted at software teams for which external competition creates extreme pressure on the delivery process and changes in project requirements are the norm.

The requirements engineering and software engineering communities have begun to examine and implement lightweight methodologies to judge their impact on the creation of quality software. Such an interest can be seen in methodologies such as extreme programming, Crystal, open source, Scrum, and others [Fow00]. We are currently validating the "lightweightness" of the EPRAM model by closely monitoring its use and evaluating the "denseness" of the artifacts produced throughout the lifecycle.

According to Fowler, lightweight methods are adaptive rather than predictive and people-oriented rather than process-oriented [Fow00]; the EPRAM model fulfills these criteria. The model recognizes that stakeholders often do change the requirements and provides methods to manage changing requirements. Evolutionary prototypes, by their very nature, evolve to meet the expectations of the stakeholders. The EPRAM model also encourages a people-centric view of software creation as the model, itself, builds on the skills and strengths of the individuals filling the roles for the projects. Though roles are defined, they can be combined and planned for so that interests and assets of the individual practitioners are the underlying sources of the team's strength. Moreover, the evolutionary prototyping process involves stakeholders at regular intervals throughout the process, which in turn ensures that stakeholder viewpoints and requirements are considered throughout the development effort. Lightweight methodologies call for less-formalized documentation; future work includes an analysis of the amount of documentation required by our model to determine the appropriate degree of informality, documentation, and sufficiency. Currently, we require requirements documents to focus solely on enumerating the functional and nonfunctional requirements as well as any policy-based requirements. Based on the data we are currently collecting, we may decide to further "lighten" what is required in all documentation artifacts produced while employing the EPRAM model.

The corporate climate is receptive to lightweight methodologies due to their relevance in the rapid development of continuously changing software applications that must meet customers' expectations. This is evidenced by ABB's interest in the application of these methodologies and their investment in the development of the EPRAM model. Additional work is currently underway to justify the applicability of the risk mitigation component of our lighter-weight methodology as related to previously-established corporate risk analysis strategies such as ABB's Gate Model.

The EPRAM model is not limited to those seeking lighter-weight processes; it also aids practitioners seeking to manage requirements creep. According to Jones, prototypes by themselves can reduce requirements creep by 10 to 25% [Jon96]. Requirements inspections also
minimize the rate of requirements creep because they enable practitioners to systematically and methodically identify errors and inconsistencies. Requirements inspections reduce requirements creep by nearly 30% [Jon96]. The EPRAM model introduces requirements inspection via a series of risk assessment meetings held to discuss newly identified requirements. Requirements are then assessed for compliance with the governmental, security, and privacy policies, as well as the existing requirements [AE01].

Stakeholder involvement is also central to other lightweight methodologies. Extreme programming, for example, offers developers and customers the opportunity to compromise on four variables (cost, time, scope, quality) [Bec00]. Customers are allowed to choose the desired values for three of these four variables, and the developers determine the value of the last variable. For example, a customer might state that they want "a high quality release" on May 1 for $x$, and the developers can tell them which of the customer-prioritized requirements might make it into that release. Or, a customer might state that they want a high quality release with specified features for $y$, and the developers will determine when they can deliver the release. In this same vein, the EPRAM model allows the development team to determine when the added or modified requirements, discovered during the customer evaluation stage, will significantly change the scope. The team analyzes and judges the impacts of the proposed changes. Risk mitigation enables team members to dissuade stakeholders from significant changes at the beginning of each cycle, thereby encouraging the team to evaluate the possible options and enter into negotiations with the customer to reevaluate scope, quality, cost, and schedule for the project. Significant changes often provide high project risks and therefore, must be mitigated.

Even though we were very familiar with and had a deep understanding of evolutionary prototyping and risk mitigation strategies, it was important to tailor the CMM before actually developing the EPRAM model to prevent us from discarding CMM activities just to fit our model. By tailoring the KPAs early on, we ensured that the tailored version included the strongest guidelines rather than the easiest-to-implement guidelines. Additionally, we ensured that the CMM was tailored in such a way as to support resource-challenged, small organizations.

During the development of the tailored Repeatable Level, it became apparent that the CMM was resilient in its ability to adapt to the changes that we were proposing and the new development environments of e-commerce applications. The maturity activities provide a credible basis for the EPRAM model, and one that improves its relevance to those organizations seeking to align themselves with the SEI’s CMM. We are confident that the CMM and the EPRAM model complement each other and together build a solid approach to software development.

In closing, the EPRAM model is based upon three solid elements: a firm CMM basis for maturity, an adaptive evolutionary prototyping structure to accommodate flexibility, and a comprehensive risk analysis and mitigation strategy to ensure software quality and process reliability. This triumvirate offers the foundation, techniques, and methodologies needed by small resource-challenged entrepreneurial software development teams seeking process maturity for their organizations. Our immediate plans involve further validation of the model, including a study of the model in relation to other established lightweight methodologies and the appropriateness of the model’s artifacts in terms of level of formality, consistency, completeness, and density.
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